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THIS STEP-BY-STEP GUIDE SHOWS YOU HOW TO CREATE THE NEWEST AND COOLEST BRAIDED
LOOKS FOR EVERY OCCASIONNothing impresses as an intricate braid. Whether you’re searching for a
fun method to repair up day-old hair, a chic look for a evening out out or a dazzling perform for your
wedding day, the braid is the way to go.Five-Braid Updo • Up your skills as you get better at a variety of
braiding approaches for any hair type, including:• In this DIY guide, New York City superstar hairstylist
Monaé Everett presents easy-to-follow instructions and step-by-stage photos for creating gorgeous
appears.Fancy Fauxhawk•Diagonal Lace Braid•Fringe Lace Braid•French Fishtail Pony
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Stunning Braided Hairstyles, Beautifully Photographed and Explained The braided hairstyles in this beautiful
book are really stunning, as the title says. Each design begins with a full page photograph of the finished
braid with the name. Not merely is this a fantastic book to have on hand for when you wish to create a
statement braid, but I was pleasantly surprised at the quality of the reserve itself, the heavy web pages,
and beautiful photos, in addition to photos out of all the equipment you'll need and even photos for prepping
the locks for certain styles. or the best: The Triple Mermaid Updo "Stunning Braids: Gorgeous Hairstyles for
just about any Occasion from Function to Weddings" by Monae Everett is a braid how-to book with a wide
variety of braids and issues!Stunning Braids: Step-by-Step Instruction to Gorgeous Statement Hairstyles
Beautiful pictures and broken down in steps to do it yourself! Gorgeous braids and how exactly to create
them step-by-step in the book. I really like the illustrations and how the braids are broken down for every
step. I don't believe I could perform them on myself. It requires a while to practice on my own but extra
mirrors help.The beginning of the book features different tools to be used throughout the how-to's. I
received several compliments for my first style and appearance forward to using the rest. I have thick,
coarse hair. Some styles tend to be more suited for that and appearance "bohemian" but others tend to be
more suited for flat ironed or direct, shiny hair. All the braids have complete pictures and instructions to be
able to show you how to create each elegant braid. It will help so I am not really limited in by using this

book. Item as described Great seller! Guidelines are clear with great photos. I could do fundamental
braiding, french and plating, but need more range for summertime with longer, thick hair. Great seller!
Great braids These braids are stunning! Item as described! I usually buy books in Kindle format, but having
the paperback readily available lets me refer to the instructions easier, and provides my model something to
look at and pick from while she's waiting around. It's worthwhile to learn a lovely trend that is flattering.
She loves fashion, hairstyles, and is quite the tiny diva. The guidelines are an easy task to follow, and the
illustrations are clear and concise and show what must be done. The photos are obvious, the descriptions
are easy to put into action, and the braids are fashionable. Each tutorial grows in problems until readers
figure out how to make a Knotted Updo, or the best: The Triple Mermaid Updo! I loved that the author
took time to explain how to do certain methods such as backcombing or producing flatiron curls.The hair
styles are both graceful and functional. She is 11 yrs . old and really wants mom to up her hair braiding
game. I plan to go through this reserve with my 9 yr old daughter who LOVES styling hair. She's already
mastered the basic braid and a few of others,but I believe this is a book she'd definitely benefit from. hair
sprays and gels are all featured. A few of the tutorials have as much as 26 guidelines, but I believe that is
a positive thing because it shows exactly each step in detail.I would highly recommend this publication to
anyone who enjoys styling hair, or for a person who is just looking for a new hairstyle! I price this book as
5 stars!We received a copy of this book for free of charge in trade for my honest unbiased opinion. So if
you are a mom like me who desires some step-by-step help then that is a great book for you! But once the
book is open up, everyone will like the simplistic approach that the author got to explaining each braid and
the easy-to-understand steps for every style. The book begins with several webpages that talk about the
different products, brushes, add-ons, and hairstyles that you will have to craft these braids. Author Monae
Everett makes it simple to check out her step-by-step guidelines with beautiful photos and very clear
directions. There is a brief description and then step-by-step photographs and descriptions inform the
reader exactly how to get the desired affect.My girl and I cherished this book. We both have longer locks
and enjoyed trying out several of the designs on each other. The 1st how-to is certainly a tutorial on how
best to do a simple braid. This is definitely a book that I could recommend to my close friends.I received

this publication free of charge from Goodreads in exchange for my honest review. Excellent step-by-step
instructions with apparent pictures My daughter saw this reserve when it came in the mail and got super
excited! Many types of locks pins, brushes, combs, & I could discover myself using these for a day at the
seaside or an evening wedding! Beautiful photography The book's bendable cover and gorgeous photography



will appeal to the visual senses. I get a blow-out or "keratin treatment" a few times a year, making it
possible for me to wear my hair either way. There are also YouTube videos which the author has generated
for even more detailed help. We received this book free of charge in exchange for an honest review.
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